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VIA EMAIL (sdiic@parliament.qld.gov.au) 
State Development, Infrastructure and Industry Committee 
Queensland Parliament 
Parliament House 
Brisbane QLD 4000 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Sustainable Planning and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2012 (Qld) 
Planning Environment Court Costs – Proposed Submission 
 
The Environmental Defenders Office of Queensland (EDO Qld) and the Environmental 
Defenders Office of Northern Queensland (EDO-NQ), (collectively, the “Queensland 
EDOs”), are separate not-for-profit, non-government, community legal centres specialising in 
public interest environmental law. EDO-NQ, based in Cairns, services north of Sarina and 
EDO Qld, based in Brisbane, services south of Sarina.  
 
The Queensland EDOs provide legal representation, advice and information to individuals 
and communities, in both urban and rural areas, regarding environmental law matters of 
public interest. The offices also use their experience to deliver community legal education and 
inform law reform. We have helped thousands of Queenslanders understand and access their 
legal rights over the last 20 years. 
 

KEY POINTS 
The Bill WILL: 
 Deny all but the most wealthy the ability to take legitimate cases before the Queensland 

Planning and Environment Court, through fear of crippling costs orders; 
 Tip the scales of negotiation and dispute resolution in favour of large Councils and 

developers who can afford the risk of going to trial; and 
 With negligible consultation, overturn a 20+ year rule which has served an important 

public interest of community involvement in planning decisions which affect everyone. 
 
The Bill WILL NOT: 
 Reduce appeals by commercial competitors which have too much to gain to be dissuaded 

from “delay and obstruct” tactics, and are already at risk of costs orders; 
 Reduce appeals that lack reasonable planning grounds as they are already rare and subject 

to the risk of costs orders; 
 Improve early resolution of appeals which are already resolved 95% of the time before 

trial; or 
 Meaningfully improve development assessment as less than 0.1% of development 

applications are delayed by third party trials.  
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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION 
1. The consultation with stakeholders prior to the Bill’s introduction was inadequate 

considering the importance of the proposed change and the general public, as far as we 
can tell was not consulted at all. As far as we could observe no rural stakeholders or 
landholder groups were consulted, even though the changes to the costs rules would make 
it harder for such groups to use the Court.  

2. The Queensland Planning and Environment Court (QPEC), unlike commercial courts, 
hears matters that affect the whole community and future generations of Queenslanders. 
Examples of those matters include protection of heritage sites, survival of endangered 
species and protecting landholders from neighbouring mines and quarries.  
 

3. The current rule that each party to proceedings in the Court bears its own costs, subject to 
limited exceptions (the ‘own costs’ rule) has been in place for over 20 years. All parties 
must pay for their own legal assistance and expert witnesses and volunteer their own time 
but generally do not currently have to pay the other side’s costs if they lose.  
 

4. The ‘own costs’ rule serves the important public interest of enabling ordinary citizens or 
groups to dispute planning decisions or to seek to protect the environment, which affect 
the whole community, without fear of crippling costs orders. It also protects local 
governments and State agencies from the risk of such costs. 
 

5. Environmentalist Dr Carol Booth and grazier John Gracean (see Appendix 2) are 
examples of people who have run cases successfully in the QPEC putting in their time as 
unpaid volunteers. If the costs rules were not ‘own costs’ none of these individuals would 
have dared to go to Court, for fear of losing their house or property. 
 

6. There are already protections in place from abuse of this system with the Court having 
power to award costs in circumstances such as where cases are frivolous or vexations or 
instituted primarily to delay or obstruct, or if there is delay in meeting the Court 
timetable. So ordinary citizens know that as long as they avoid any of the circumstances 
where the Court has power to award costs, they are safe from costs. This provides 
certainty whereas changing the costs rules by giving the Court a general discretion as to 
costs, as in the Land Court, would create high levels of uncertainty as to risks.  
 

7. There is no evidence of widespread problems with this ‘own costs’ system with less than 
0.1% of development applications being taken to trial by 3rd party appellants (including 
commercial competitors).  The Court is internationally recognised for case management 
that sees 95% of matters resolved prior to trial.  The number of appeals is declining and 
the number of matters resolved without trial is increasing, defeating any argument of the 
QPEC becoming clogged. 
 

8. The proposed change to a rule of costs following the event will disadvantage poor and 
middle-income people, mums and dads, non-profit community and non-profit 
environmental groups. Such persons won’t be able to risk crippling costs orders or risk 
losing their house or their group even if they have a good legal case and even if they 
represent many people in the community concerned about a development proposal or 
seeking to stop illegal activity. 
 

9. Contrary to the stated justifications for the proposed change to the own costs rule 
contained in SPA s. 457: 
 The change won’t discourage large commercial competitors, eg developers of major 

shopping centres, if they have much to gain from instituting proceedings. 
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 There is no evidence of a large number of unmeritorious appeals in the Court which 
has a similar rate of unsuccessful matters as those courts where costs follow the event. 

 Applicants already have substantial opportunities to challenge conditions of approval 
in the application, negotiated decision notice and ADR processes and there is no 
evidence that court costs are significantly curtailing applicant’s rights in this regard. 

 It will not substantially improve early resolution of appeals - which is already at 95% 
- but instead will encourage the wealthy to use the threat of costs to dissuade 
meritorious actions by the less wealthy. 

 
10. Even if the change did assist in the stated justification, it would have the unintended 

consequence of creating a barrier to ordinary citizens from raising valid planning and 
environmental issues in the QPEC. It would make local governments and State agencies 
unwilling to go to Court to protect the public interest, as they also would risk of such 
costs against them. In short it would throw out the baby with the bathwater. 
 

11. After careful thought and analysis we consider that the current own costs rule in SPA s. 
457 is best left alone, as it has overall worked well and there are no compelling reasons to 
change it 
 

12. However, in the event Parliament is determined to press forward with changing the long-
standing own costs rule in SPA, it is possible to make a few efficient amendments to the 
current costs rule so as to allay the concerns outlined herein and still address the concerns 
identified in the Explanatory Notes and statements introducing the Bill.  The Queensland 
EDOs’ recommendations may be summarised as: 

 
Recommendation 1:  
Delete Clause 61 of the Bill to retain the current costs rules unchanged. 
 
Recommendation 2   
Alternatively, a few efficient amendments, to the existing costs rule s could implement the 
cost rule change solely in respect of commercial competitors and assisting enforcement by 
State and local governments without jeopardising access to the Court by ordinary citizens or 
compromising crucial enforcement of environmental and planning laws by local government 
and State agencies. A suggested draft of this alternative change is Appendix 1. Amendments 
to the existing costs provisions reflecting the Bill are in Green, our new amendments in Blue. 
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SUBMISSION TO THE COMMITTEE 

1. History	of	own	costs	rule	reflects	specialist	&	public	interest	nature	of	QPEC	
The Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 (Qld) (UCPR) generally provide that the costs of a 
proceeding are in the discretion of the court but follow the event in civil matters, unless the 
court orders otherwise.1 
 
However specialist courts, particularly those dealing with the broader public interest or 
vulnerable members of the community, typically don’t follow the ‘costs follow the event’ rule 
applicable under the UCPR to the district and appellate courts.  Instead these courts apply an 
rule that each party bears its own costs of proceeding.  , For example: 

 In the Land Court, which like the QPEC hears matters involving environmental issues 
related to the impacts of mining or petroleum development, parties bear their own costs 
unless the court orders otherwise.2 In exercising its discretion to award costs the Land 
Court is not bound by any presumption that costs follow the event.3 

 In the Queensland Civil and Administrative Appeals Tribunal, parties bear their own 
costs unless the otherwise provided for under the Queensland Civil and Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal Act 2009.4  

 In the Mental Health Court, each party to a proceeding is to bear its own costs.5 

The Queensland Planning and Environment Court (QPEC) has long been recognised as 
another specialist court where the public interest underlying the issues committed to the 
QPEC’s expertise warrant application of a similar ‘own costs’ rule in proceedings.  Since the 
commencement of the Local Government (Planning & Environment) Act 1990 (LGPEA), the 
law has specifically provided that parties only bear their own costs in proceedings unless the 
QPEC ordered otherwise.6 The QPEC had discretion to order costs in circumstances including 
where the appeal has been frivolous or vexation7 or a party defaults in procedural 
requirements.8 In other words, the costs rule adopted in the LGPEA in 1990 is essentially the 
same as the rule applicable in the QPEC under s.457 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 
(SPA). 

The courts in Queensland have long recognised that the overriding public interest in ensuring 
public participation in the decision making processes is advanced by the ‘own costs’ rule in 
the QPEC.  For example, the Court of Appeal in Mudie v Gainriver Pty Ltd (No 2) [2003] 2 
Qd R 271 found that the general rule that parties bear their own costs was, consistent with the 
LGPEA’s objective: 

“to ensure that citizens are not discouraged from appealing or applying to the 
Planning and Environment because of fear that a crippling costs order might be made 
against them. The provision no doubt also recognises the public interest character of 
some applications to the Planning and Environment Court.”9 

                                                 
1 Rule 681 of the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999. 
2 Section 34 of the Land Court Act 2000. 
3 PT Limited & Westfield Management Limited v Department of Natural Resources and Mines [2007] QLAC 
0121 at [20] and Wyatt v Albert Shire Council [1986] 1 Qd R 486 referred to in BHP Queensland Coal 
Investments Pty Ltd v Cherwell Creek Coal Pty Ltd (No. 2) [2009] QLAC 8 at [6]. 
4 Section 100 of the Queensland Civil and Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 2009.  For example the tribunal 
may award costs in the interest of justice (section 102) or if a party intervenes in the proceedings (section 104). 
5 Section 415 of the Mental Health Court Act 2000. 
6 Section 7.6(1) of the LGPEA. 
7 Section 7.6(1A)(a) of the LGPEA. Subsection 7.6(1A) commenced on 23 July 1992. 
8 Section 7.6(1A)(b) of the LGPEA. 
9 Mudie v Gainriver Pty Ltd (No 2) [2003] 2 Qd R 271 per McMurdo P and Atkinson J at [34]. 
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It is worth noting that those considerations did not stop the Court of Appeal ordering costs 
against a developer and the local council where their unlawful conduct required the appellant 
(an adjoining landowner) to undertake lengthy and expensive proceedings to obtain a 
judgment on the merits.10 

Likewise, in Tamborine Mountain Progress Association Inc v Beaudesert Shire Council 
[1995] 2 Qd R 231 the Court of Appeal refused to issue a costs order against an unsuccessful 
objector-appellant on grounds that such an order would: 

“be inconsistent with the purpose of the legislation unduly to discourage objector 
appeals, particularly where the objector is not merely acting in its own commercial 
interest, but rather (as here) in what it conceives to be the interest of the community 
affected by the proposal”.11 

The ‘own costs’ rule established by the LGPEA was maintained by the introduction of section 
4.1.23 of the Integrated Planning Act 1997 (IPA)12 which provided that each party bear its 
own costs in the proceeding.  However section 4.1.23 also expanded the QPEC’s discretion to 
order costs in circumstances including where the proceeding was frivolous or vexatious, 
instituted merely to delay or obstruct or the parties defaulted in procedural requirements.13 

When applying section 4.1.23 of IPA the Court of Appeal again acknowledged that the ‘own 
costs’ rule recognised the public interest character of matters that come before the Court and 
ensured that any person may litigate relevant issues before the QPEC without fear of costs.14  
Thus, in the Court of Appeal in Hawkins v Permarig Pty Ltd (2004) 134 LGERA 11 at [40] 
noted that: 

“The Explanatory Notes for the Integrated Planning Bill do not elaborate on 
s4.1.23(1) but the overall object of the Act “is to seek to achieve ecological 
sustainability through coordinated planning, and the management of development and 
its effects on the environment.” The Notes refer to “greater demands for public … 
involvement in the decision-making process.” A provision precluding orders about 
costs except in the limited circumstances set out in s 4.1.23 gives effect to this desire to 
permit community participation in development decisions without the threat of adverse 
costs orders. This is quite different from proceedings for damages for breach of 
contract and whilst by no means of the same kind as proceedings for malicious 
prosecution, malicious arrest and conspiracy, a group of cases where the costs of the 
earlier proceedings have regularly been allowed as damages in subsequent 
proceedings, it cannot be supposed that the legislature intended that a person who has 
declined to fulfil his or her contractual obligations should be protected from a claim 
for the reimbursement of the costs of being required to have a hearing in another 
court”(emphasis ours).15 

                                                 
10 Mudie v Gainriver Pty Ltd (No 2) [2003] 2 Qd R 271 per McMurdo P and Atkinson J at [38]. 
11 Tamborine Mountain Progress Association Inc v Beaudesert Shire Council [1995] 2 Qd R 231 at 232. 
12 Section 4.1.23(1) of the IPA. 
13 Section 4.1.23(2) of the IPA. 
14 TW Hedley Pty Ltd v Cairns City Council [2004] QPELR 159 at 161. The Court of Appeal found that, while 
the appeal was instituted merely to obstruct the proposed development, it raised public interest issues which 
dissuaded the Court from exercising its discretion to award costs, see [8]-[10]. See also Juniper Development 
Corporation Pty Ltd v Jewry [2005] QPEC 097 at [14]. 
15 Hawkins v Permarig Pty Ltd (2004) 134 LGERA 11 at [40] The unusual fact pattern in Hawkins v Permarig 
bears noting.  No costs were awarded in the context of Hawkins’ original application to the QPEC for a judicial 
declaration that Permarig had violated the conditions of its planning approval.  Instead, the Court of Appeal 
addressed whether Hawkins was entitled to costs incurred in the prior QPEC proceeding as an element of 
damages in its subsequent breach of contract claim against Permarig, brought in the Supreme Court. 
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The ‘own costs’ rule was no doubt a reflection of the obligation on the QPEC to advance the 
purposes of the IPA,16 including by “providing opportunities for community involvement in 
decision making”.17 

When Parliament enacted the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (SPA) to address perceived 
shortcomings in IPA, it did not abandon the ‘own costs’ rule in IPA s. 4.1.23 but instead 
continued the rule with very minor changes in section 457 of the SPA.18 Parliament’s 
continued recognition of the utility and appropriateness of applying the ‘own costs’ rule to the 
QPEC again reflects the court’s obligation to advance the purposes of the SPA,19 including 
“providing opportunities for community involvement in decision making”.20 

The Queensland EDOs note that the proposed Bill does not purport to repeal the long-
established objective of SPA (and IPA) to “provide opportunities for community involvement 
in the decision making process”.21  Instead, the proposed Bill fundamentally undermines that 
objective by imposing significant costs on the members of the public who seek to avail 
themselves of the opportunities provided in SPA to be involved in decision making under the 
statute – including decision making via merits appeals of planning decisions. 

In summary, the judiciary and past parliaments have long recognised that planning and 
environment matters that come before the QPEC are markedly different from private disputes, 
such as actions based on breach of contract or tortuous activity. Unlike such personal actions, 
in which one party usually seeks damages from the other as compensation, planning and 
environment decisions affect the whole community in which the activity is located, not just a 
small number of affected parties.  Likewise, unlike private disputes litigated in other courts, 
proceedings brought in the QPEC rarely – if ever – are remunerative for members of the 
community participating in those proceedings.  Individuals and community groups obtain no 
direct financial benefit for initiating proceedings in the QPEC – they incur only costs in order 
to see to it that state and local planning and environmental laws are properly applied and 
enforced.  Finally, proceedings in the QPEC usually seek to uphold, interpret or enforce 
provisions of local or state law that protect important state interests, the broader community or 
other public interests. 

For all these reasons it is important that the broader community has a meaningful opportunity 
to be involved in decision making and, where appropriate, challenge decisions in court.  The 
judiciary has acknowledged that the rule of costs following the event would discourage 
legitimate appeals due to the public’s well-perceived fear of crippling costs orders.  Therefore 
the ‘own costs’ rule in the QPEC serves an important public interest by enabling ordinary 
Queenslanders to raise legitimate concerns in court about planning decisions that affect the 
whole community. 

2. The	current	rules	work	effectively	with	delays	falling	and	few	appeals		
In his speech introducing the Sustainable Planning and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 
2012 (the Bill), The Deputy Premier offered the following justification for changing the costs 
rule in the QPEC: 

During the extensive consultation that we conducted, many stakeholders identified a 
number of circumstances where there were shortcomings in the current costs 
provisions. These circumstances include instances where a development has been 
approved but disputed for reasons not based on sound town planning principles, for 

                                                 
16 Section 1.2.2 of the IPA. 
17 Section 1.2.3(1)(f) of the IPA. 
18 Section 457 of the SPA. 
19 Section 4 of the SPA. 
20 Section 5(1)(g) of the SPA. 
21 See IPA s. 1.2.3(1)(f); SPA s. 5(1)(g) 
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example, competing commercial interests; appeals lodged by third parties for 
reasons other than those based on sound town planning principles; and situations 
where small-scale developers wish to challenge conditions imposed by local 
governments but it is not cost effective for them to do so because they would have to 
pay their own costs even if successful. 
 
In order to address these types of issues, the bill gives the Planning and Environment 
Court general discretion in relation to costs with the general rule that costs follow 
the event unless the court orders otherwise.22 

 

The stakeholder consultation referred to by the Deputy Premier occurred for the two months 
“[b]etween May and July this year”.23  Based on only two months’ of limited and confidential 
consultation the government now proposes to throw out the ‘own costs’ rule that has been in 
place in the Court for over 20 years. The consultation with stakeholders was inadequate 
considering the importance of the proposed change.  Moreover, the lack of adequate 
consultation is contrary to COAG principles of Best Practice Regulation which require 
effective consultation with affected stakeholders.24 Of the two Queensland EDOs, only EDO 
Qld was given one brief opportunity as a stakeholder to comment on the proposed change and 
told it was confidential. EDO Qld raised the need to consult with a broad range of community 
groups but understand this did not occur. As far as we could observe no rural stakeholders or 
landholder groups were consulted even as key stakeholders, even though the changes to the 
costs rules would make it harder for such groups to use the Court. The proposed change to the 
‘own costs’ rule, or indeed the concerns ostensibly justifying the change, were not raised prior 
to the State election. As far as we are aware, prior to the Bill going to Parliament no written 
document was put out for public comment, and no public meetings were held, so the general 
community was not consulted at all. 

Prior the State government making any major changes to legislation, it is important that a 
public discussion paper is released with arguments for and against the change with a 
reasonable opportunity for the public to make submissions. This process not only affords 
natural justice to all affected stakeholders, it also allows government to consider the 
submissions, and the costs and benefits of the proposed changes in a less rushed way, taking 
into account diverse views and ensuring all possible stakeholders may have input.  The 
outcome of this process obviously is better legislation. 

It is also important for the government to establish a case for action before proposing 
regulatory change.25  The government has failed to establish a case for changing the ‘own 
costs’ rule in SPA s. 457. For example, only about 3% (or approximately 500)26 of the 
17,00027 or so development applications each year are appealed to the QPEC.28 The QPEC 
has received high international recognition for its achievements as a world leader in case 
management.29  This has led to over 90-95% of appeals being resolved without proceeding to 
                                                 
22 Hansard, 13 September 2012, p 1946. 
23 Ibid, p 1945. 
24 Principle 7 in Council of Australian Governments (2007) Best Practice Regulation, available at 
http://www.finance.gov.au/obpr/docs/COAG_best_practice_guide_2007.pdf  
25 Principle 1 in Council of Australian Governments (2007) Best Practice Regulation, available at 
http://www.finance.gov.au/obpr/docs/COAG_best_practice_guide_2007.pdf 
26 There were 535 proceedings commenced in 2010-2011 and 533 in 2009-2010 according to Table 1 in the 
District Court Annual Report 2010-11. 
27 16,942 in 2009-2010 and 17,442 in 2010-2011 from just the 19 high growth Council’s per Development 
Assessment Monitoring and Performance Program (DAMPP) Annual Report for 2010–2011 available at 
http://www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/resources/policy/state-planning/dampp-annual-report-2010-11.pdf 
28 Page 11 of the Development Assessment Monitoring and Performance Program (DAMPP) Annual Report for 
2010–2011. 
29 Page 8 of the District Court Annual Report 2010-11. 
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a full hearing,30 leaving only about 50 going to merits judgement each year.31  This means that 
only about 0.3% of assessable developments are subject to the costs of a court hearing. 

More importantly, over two thirds of such appeals are lodged by the applicant developers 
themselves.  This means less than 0.1% of development applications are taken to trial by third 
parties such as concerned individuals, community groups or commercial competitors.32 

Furthermore, the evidence indicates that the majority of the tiny number of appeals that 
proceed to trial are successful or partially successful in the QPEC’s judgement.33 This level of 
success strongly suggests that there are not a large number of appeals run with little or no 
merit or for the primary purpose of delaying or obstructing development. 

Finally, any suggestion that the QPEC has been rendered “slow” or “inefficient” by the 
volume of appeals – by community litigants or otherwise – is likewise contradicted by the 
facts.  According to the judiciary’s annual report for 2010-11, the QPEC cleared 124.49% of 
its active cases (compared to 100.1% in the preceding year), ending the year with 676 
outstanding cases and having disposed of 793 matters.34 Of the outstanding cases, 42.01% 
were more than 12 months old while only 19.08% were more than 24 months old (the length 
of time is attributed to the complexity of some matters and the number of parties involved in 
planning hearings).35  As previously noted, over 90% of proceedings lodged with the QPEC 
are resolved without proceeding to trial.  On this point, the District Court’s 2010-2011 report 
notes: 

The court’s free ADR service has been recognised internationally as providing visionary 
ADR access to justice. Approximately 90 per cent of cases are finalised without proceeding 
to a full hearing. In 2010-11, the court’s ADR Registrar, Mr John Taylor, who convened and 
chaired without prejudice conferences, meetings of experts and management conferences, 
conducted 246 conferences. Of those conferences, 166 were completed, and of those 72 per 
cent of matters were finally resolved.36  

Moreover, the QPEC’s efficient case management procedures and results were singled out for 
praise in the 2010-2011 District Court report, which noted that 82.1% of all pending matters 
recording some activity were actively case-managed within the three months preceding 30 
June 2011.37  In addition, the QPEC introduced changes to its practice directions during 2010-
2011 designed to improve on its already laudable efficiency in disposing of matters quickly 
and cost-effectively.  On this point, the District Court’s report notes that: 

Innovations in 2010-11 included the amendment of the Planning and Environment Court 
Rules 2010 to identify and deal more quickly with difficulties or delays in the proper and 
timely completion of joint expert meetings and joint reports. By Practice Direction no 1 of 
2011 matters which concern infrastructure charges or conditions of approval only are 
diverted directly to the ADR Registrar. Practice Direction no 2 of 2011 introduced changes 

                                                 
30 Page 9 of the District Court Annual Report 2010-11 and see also the presentation by His Honour Judge 
Rackemann to the ACPECT 2012 Conference entitled “Recent Developments in Australasian P&E Jurisdiction – 
Queensland Planning and Environment Court Statistics” dated 31 August 2012. 
31 About two thirds of the 150 or so judgments reported each year on the Queensland Courts website are 
regarding interlocutory matters and not finally resolving the merits of the matter. 
32 For example in 2009 there were approximately 66 merits judgments reported on the Queensland Courts 
website - 46 of which were applicant appeals and 20 of which were third party appeals. In 2010 there were 
approximately 39 merits judgments reported on the Queensland Courts website - 33 of which were applicant 
appeals and 6 of which were third party appeals. 
33 For example 17 of the 39 merits judgments dismissed appeals in 2010. 
34 District Court of Queensland, Annual Report 2010-2011, p 8.    
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid, pp 9 & 23-24. 
37 Ibid, p 24. 
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to contain cost and complexity by curtailing unnecessary requests for particulars or 
inappropriately broad disclosure.38 

Time and again, the District Court’s annual report acknowledges the QPEC’s receipt of high 
international recognition for its achievements as a world leader in case management.39   

In short, far from being paralysed by a horde of community litigants, emboldened by the 
QPEC’s ‘own costs’ rule to waste the court’s resources and local governments’ and 
developers’ money by litigating meritless appeals, the rule has allowed the court to function 
as a model of efficiency from both a time and cost perspective.  

3. Current	rules	prevent	abuse	by	vexatious	litigants	and	commercial	
competitors	

The facts should also disabuse the government of any misconception that the legislation 
allows litigants to waste either the court’s or other parties’ time and money by pursuing 
meritless appeals and other proceedings.  As noted above, the large number of successful 
appeals that go to full hearing indicates that the QPEC process is not regularly abused by 
those with no merit or ulterior motives. 

Moreover, in the rare instances that a party’s appeal does lack reasonable merit or is brought 
for ulterior motives the current legislation gives the QPEC ample power to award costs. 

The number of costs applications in the QPEC is steadily increasing and averaged about 6 
each year between 2005 and 2010 with around 40% successfully obtaining costs orders.40   

These cost orders are regularly and successfully used to discourage parties that seek to delay 
or obstruct development or are otherwise frivolous or vexatious.41 

4. Proposed	changes	discourage	community	access	to	the	QPEC	
Clause 61 of the Sustainable Planning and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2012 (the Bill) 
removes the ‘own costs’ rule from the QPEC and provides that: 

“Costs of a proceeding, including an application in a proceeding, are in the discretion 
of the court but follow the event, unless the court orders otherwise”. 

 

The QPEC’s discretion to award costs is unconstrained by the Bill, although the Bill enables 
the QPEC to make rules providing for how it exercises that discretion as to costs,42 and 
identifies matters resolved through ADR as situations where the court may order each party 
bear its own costs.43 

While future rules may guide the QPEC’s discretion it will not alter the fundamental shift in 
the long standing ‘own costs’ rule to a rule making an unsuccessful litigant automatically 
liable for costs unless the QPEC affirmatively orders otherwise. 

Contrary to the clear and well-understood objectives of Queensland’s planning legislation, the 
proposed change to the rules regarding costs will significantly restrict community access to 
the QPEC due to the fear of costs. 

                                                 
38 Ibid.  The District Court’s annual report also praises the QPEC’s innovative approach to the management of 
experts, through a joint meeting and joint report process conducted in the absence of the parties or their legal 
advisors and prior to the preparation of any individual expert reports for hearing.  Ibid. 
39 District Court Annual Report 2010-2011, pp 8-9 & 24. 
40 There were about 75 applications for costs decided between 1990 and 2012 with 32 being granted costs orders.  
These statistics are derived from the reported judgments available on line on the Queensland Courts website. 
41 For example Krajniw v Brisbane City Council [2010] QPEC 128 Mr Kajniw and Juniper Development Corp 
Pty Ltd v Jewry [2006] QPELR 202. 
42 Clause 59 of the Bill. 
43 Clause 61 of the Bill. 
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5. Who	the	proposed	changes	will	hurt	

It	will	hurt	individuals	and	groups	protecting	the	environment	
In our 20 years of experience with community litigants across in Queensland courts, the 
Queensland EDOs have found that the single biggest determinant of individuals and groups 
taking action on environmental matters is the risk of costs.  Commonly individuals and groups 
that have sound legal arguments and good prospects of success44 don’t proceed in other courts 
because even a small risk of paying the other side’s costs is too risky when the consequence 
of such an order would be the cessation of the group or bankruptcy of the individual.  Such 
instances raise a fundamental concern with the proposed change in the legislation, namely 
whether the goal is to compensate successful respondents or to punish unsuccessful 
appellants.  Where a community litigant or small business is bankrupted by an adverse costs 
order, the successful litigant is unlikely to be actually compensated by payment of such a 
costs order.  

For example in the Federal Court, where costs follow the event, a community group was 
ordered to pay over $1 million in costs after unsuccessfully seeking to protect the Queensland 
Lungfish.45  The environmental group, which began in 1975, ceased to exist as a result of the 
costs order. 

If the ‘own costs’ rule in the QPEC is abandoned, many meritorious community actions will 
not proceed for fear of such crippling costs orders.46 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
44 Often the good prospects of success is confirmed by Senior Counsel. 
45 Wide Bay Conservation Council Inc v Burnett Water Pty Ltd (No.9)[2011] FCA 661. Note that the Courier 
Mail subsequently described the fishway in question as a ‘killing machine’-  The Courier Mail, 16 July 2012 
“Endangered Lungfish among many fish perishing due to lethal Paradise Dam design” 
46 In addition to the examples above see the successful submitter appeal of Moore v Cairns Regional Council & 
Ors [2011] QPEC 102 which is unlikely to have been run if the cost rules were as the Bill proposes. 

EXAMPLE OF CASES THAT WON’T BE RUN 

1: Local landowers protecting local environments 

In 2009 twelve adjacent landowners appealed the Council’s approval of a feedlot 
for 6000 cattle on local amenity and environmental impact grounds. In 2010 the 
Court agreed that the application was invalid.   

The landowners would not have challenged the feedlot under the cost rules 
proposed by the Bill (Brisbane Times, 14 September 2012 “Pioneer shocked at 
‘insidious ‘ changes”, copy in Appendix 2). 

2:  Farmers affected by mining operations 

Tanya Plant is a farmer near the New Hope Corporation’s coal mine in Acland 
and is worried about the impacts of mining dust, noise and gases on her family’s 
health.  If the cost rules are changed farmers like Tanya will have to risk their 
farm and livelihood to make mines like New Hope comply with the conditions 
of their environmental authority (The Australian, 28 January 2012 “Living in the 
dusty shadow of coal mining”, copy in Appendix 3). 

3: Individuals protecting threatened species 

In 2005 Dr Carol Booth applied to the Planning and Environment Court for an 
order to restrain the electrocution of thousands of native animals in breach of the 
Nature Conservation Act 1992.  Dr Booth was successful on appeal and the 
Planning and Environment Court ordered that the electric grids be dismantled. 

Dr Booth has stated to us, and publicly, that she would not have been able to run 
this successful legal action if she had to bear the risk of paying the other side’s 
costs. 
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It	will	hurt	local	and	state	agencies	seeking	to	uphold	the	law	and	planning	schemes	
Local governments and State agencies have limited budgets for defending their planning or 
environmental decisions in Court or for taking civil action in the QPEC to enforce the law. 
Even if legal advice is that prospects of success are good, there is still a risk of losing and fear 
of paying massive costs incurred by developers will have a chilling effect on taking action. 

Our democracy depends on local government and State agencies taking action in the Courts, 
rather than being cowed by fear of costs if they lose. That is why the proposed changes to the 
costs rules are not acceptable.  

It	will	hurt	any	worthy	but	less	wealthy	individual	or	group	
The same fear of costs will also discourage any individual, small company or community 
group without deep pockets from going to the Courts to exercise their legal rights or uphold 
state and local planning and environment laws.  The simple equation is that if your assets are 
less than the possible costs order (between $100K an $1M) then you are risking bankruptcy or 
insolvency if you ask a judge to uphold your legal rights. 

6. Purported	justifications	for	proposed	change	
The Bill’s Explanatory Notes assert, in justification for reversing the decades-old ‘own costs’ 
rule, that the current rule has led to a number of ‘unsatisfactory outcomes’ including: 

“• applicants being reticent to challenge conditions placed on development because 
the cost of litigating outweighs the benefit of a successful outcome 

•  commercial competitors fighting in court for the purposes of delay – knowing that 
even if the case is unsuccessful they will not be penalised in costs yet will have 
achieved their desired outcome 

•  developments approved by the council being litigated by third parties on weak town 
planning grounds – even though these grounds might not fall into the category of 
‘frivolous or vexatious’.”47 

 
The Explanatory Notes also assert that, in support of changing to a rule that costs follow the 
event, the Bill also: 

“• encourages parties to avail themselves of early mediation by providing that 
proceedings resolved at or soon after mediation may be on the basis each party 
bears their own costs; 

• provides for minor disputes to be heard and determined by the Alternative Dispute 
Resolution registrar on the basis each party bears their own costs; and 

• provides that a party (usually a local government) enforcing development approvals 
or responding to development offences, such as unlawful uses, can recover 
investigation costs as determined by the Planning and Environment Court as 
enforcement proceedings always entail significant investigation prior to 
commencing proceedings.” 48 

 
None of these justifications withstand serious scrutiny.  We will deal with each in turn. 

It	will	make	little	difference	to	developers	reticent	to	challenge	development	conditions	
This asserted justification apparently was based on a lack of awareness of the changes 
implemented last year by the QPEC in its Practice Direction No. 1 of 2011 discussed briefly 
above.  As noted in the District Court Annual Report 2010-2011, this court direction provides 

                                                 
47 Page 6 of the Explanatory Notes to the Bill. 
48 Page 6 of the Explanatory Notes to the Bill. 
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that “matters which concern infrastructure charges or conditions of approval only are 
diverted directly to the ADR Registrar”.49  Practice Direction No. 1 of 2011 directs that, in 
such proceedings, the parties participate in a mediation or other proceeding before the ADR to 
resolve their dispute and, where the parties fail to do so, the ADR sets the matter for review in 
order to allow a QPEC judge to establish a dispute resolution plan.50  To the best of the 
Queensland EDOs’ knowledge, this practice direction has had the desired impact, 
encouraging developers to bring such limited appeals in order to have them quickly set down 
for mediation. 

In our experience, fully litigated appeals in the QPEC typically cost between $100,000 and $1 
million depending on their complexity. The high cost of such proceedings is largely driven by 
the fact that planning and environment issues raised in such appeals are the subject of 
substantial expert evidence. The cost of planning appeals understandably discourages 
developers in circumstances where the potential financial gain from the challenge is less than  
about $100,000. However, if the limited financial gains small-scale developers stand to make 
from fully litigating a planning appeal are a disincentive to challenging a council’s refusal of 
their application, this is dramatically more true for individuals or community groups seeking 
to protect social or environmental values with no expectation of financial gain if they are 
successful.  There is also no legal aid for public interest environmental matters and the State 
Government recently ceased funding to the EDOs, severely curtailing our ability to provide 
legal assistance to the community on such matters. 
 
The government should also beware of unintended consequences if the proposed amendment 
is adopted.  If the ‘own costs’ rule is amended as proposed, developers may be able to recover 
some – but not all – of their court costs (in our experience, standard costs orders only recover 
30-50% of the actual costs).  However, these developers will also risk an award of the other 
party’s costs if the other party wins.  This will make small developers even more reluctant to 
challenge development refusals, particularly if a better-financed competitor supports the 
refusal (such as Coles or Woolworths opposition to a local grocer’s development).   

The proposed change to SPA s. 457 is likely to only benefit the largest developers or councils 
who can take the risk of losing, and gain the benefit of costs if they win. 

For the slight benefit of large developers being able to challenge development conditions the 
proposed change would deny most individuals and community groups, and quite likely small 
developers, access to the QPEC. 

No change to the current ‘own costs’ rule is recommended by the Queensland EDOs.  
However, if Parliament is convinced change is necessary, a reform which achieves both 
objectives (i.e., encouraging public involvement in decision making and reducing the burdens 
litigation imposes on developers) would be to simply include challenges to conditions of 
approval in the range of matters upon which the QPEC may exercise its discretion to award 
costs.51 We have included that provision in our alternative draft in Appendix 1. 

It	will	not	stop	commercial	competitors	employing	delay	tactics	
Commercial competitors are appellants in a small fraction of the 0.1% of development 
applications that are appealed by third parties. 

                                                 
49 District Court Annual Report 2010-2011, p 24 (emphasis added).  It also neglects to appreciate that most 
developers are given the opportunity to comment on draft conditions of approval and all developers can seek a 
negotiated decision notice prior to commencing an appeal. 
50 See Practice Direction No. 1 of 2011, cl. 3 & 4 (9 May 2011), available at 
http://www.courts.qld.gov.au/courts/planning-and-environment-court/practice-directions/planning-and-
environment-court.   
51 Section 457(2) of the SPA. 
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The QPEC has awarded costs against commercial competitors who are frivolous or 
vexatious52 although commercial competitors can usually afford sufficient legal advice to 
make a case which falls short of being declared frivolous and vexatious.  

For this reason the IPA gave the QPEC discretion to award costs where legal proceedings 
were instituted “merely to delay or obstruct”.53 This has been used on occasion54 but the 
QPEC appropriately placed emphasis on the word “merely” and found that a difficult test to 
satisfy.55 

In light of that experience, and in order to further dissuade commercial competitors from 
using litigation to extract an advantage against a rival, Parliament broadened the court’s 
discretion under SPA to deal with “obstructing” or “delaying” litigation.  Under SPA s. 457, 
the QPEC now may award costs where proceedings were instituted “primarily to delay or 
obstruct”.56  While this appears to have broadened the court’s discretion, to our knowledge no 
application for costs against a commercial competitor has been made – let alone costs 
awarded – under this section.57 

In light of the relatively recent changes to SPA to broaden the court’s discretion to impose 
costs where a commercial competitor litigates primarily to obstruct or delay, and the lack of 
court rulings applying this discretion, it is premature to consider this reform a failure. 
Accordingly, it should not be relied on as a justification for the proposed amendment to SPA 
s. 457. 

In any case the proposed change to the planning legislation’s long-standing rule that parties 
bear their own costs in QPEC proceedings is unlikely to dissuade large competitors from 
using the QPEC proceedings to delay or obstruct their rivals’ developments because there is 
just too much money at stake.  For example, a district shopping centre can earn $10 million 
each year.  It is therefore in the commercial interest of that centre to delay a competing 
shopping centre from being approved, regardless of whether the appeal costs $1 million under 
the current legislation, or $2 million (assuming costs follow the event, it is unsuccessful, and 
its opponent seeks to recover $1 million of its own costs). 

Finally, even if the proposed amendments to SPA s. 457 did discourage some commercial 
competitors from litigating to delay or obstruct development, the amendments’ proponents 
should bear in mind that that such third party appeals only affect less than 0.1% of 
developments and would devastate appeals by individuals and community groups. 

A more targeted reform would be to expressly include a presumption that commercial 
competitors are seeking to delay or obstruct their rival  and therefore automatically enliven 
the discretion of the QPEC to award costs under section 457(2)(a) of the SPA. 

It	will	not	stop	the	already	rare	appeal	without	reasonable	town	planning	grounds	
The QPEC already has discretion to award costs against a party that lacks reasonable planning 
grounds on the basis that the proceeding is “frivolous”.58 

                                                 
52 For example Juniper Development Corp Pty Ltd v Jewry [2005] QPEC 097. 
53 Page 139 of the Integrated Planning Bill 1997 Explanatory Notes. 
54 Walls Quarries Pty Ltd v Warwick Shire Council [2004] QPELR 516. 
55 See for example His Honour Wilson SC in Sinnathamby & Anor v Purcell & Ors [2002] QPEC 065 at [12], 
His Honour White DCJ in T W Hedley Pty Ltd v Cairns City Council & Anor [2003] QPEC 039 at [7]-[8]. and 
Juniper Development Corp Pty Ltd v Jewry [2006] QPELR 202 at [25]. 
56 Section 457(2)(a) of the SPA and page 234 of the Sustainable Planning Bill 2009 Explanatory Notes. 
57 The case of Moore v Cairns Regional Council & Ors (No.2) [2011] QPEC 140 considered section 457(2)(a) of 
SPA but not in relation to a commercial competitor.  In that case the submitter was partially successful and the 
court was not satisfied the proceedings were commenced primarily to delay or obstruct. 
58 Juniper Development Corporation Pty Ltd v Jewry [2005] QPEC 097 at [10] 
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Given the evidence (discussed above) that the vast majority of third party development 
appeals that are fully litigated are, at least in part, successful – and thus have merit – the 
proposed amendment means that the primary determinant on whether an individual or 
community group goes to court is not the strength of their planning grounds, but the strength 
of their bank account. 

In our experience no solicitor or barrister will give a prospects of success of 100%.  In every 
case there is a chance of losing.  So even when an individual or group has strong planning 
grounds they would face a risk – and we reasonably estimate that risk at 20%-40% -  of 
paying the successful party’s costs of between $100,000 and $1 million if the proposed 
change to SPA s. 457 is made.  Most individuals and groups could not bear this risk, on top of 
their already substantial costs of running an appeal in the QPEC. 

The proposed amendment to SPA s. 457 will not necessarily discourage well-financed third 
parties with weak planning grounds (such as competitors) but it will discourage cash-strapped 
third parties with strong planning grounds.  The effect of which is to deny worthy litigants the 
opportunity for their legitimate concerns to be considered by the QPEC. 

It	will	not	further	improve	early	resolution	through	ADR	
As previously noted, the District Court’s annual report notes that 90 to 95% of appeals lodged 
in the QPEC are resolved prior to trial.  This is a high level by any standard and it is difficult 
to imagine that a better success rate of early resolution could be achieved by the proposed 
amendments. Indeed the literature shows no empirical evidence for the proposed cost rule 
increasing settlement rates above the current ‘own costs’ rule.59 
 
However, if the proposed change is made, individual and community groups will be more 
fearful of going to trial even if they have strong planning grounds, due to the crippling nature 
of costs orders.  This will improve the negotiating position of wealthy local council’s and 
developers in ADR process and make worthy small appellants more likely to accept less 
favourable outcomes in the ADR process. 
 

7. Conclusion	–	Leave	the	current	rules	in	place	
 
The proposed change would reverse the current ‘own costs’ rule which, for over 20 years, has 
served the important public interest of enabling ordinary citizens to dispute planning decisions 
affecting the whole community without fear of crippling costs orders. 
 
There has been no report, no investigation and no evidence presented to support the case that 
there is an existing problem with this rule or that the proposed change will substantially 
improve perceived problems with QPEC proceedings. 
 
The clear target of the proposed change to SPA is third-party appellants who apparently are 
presumed to have weak planning grounds or to be motivated by a desire to delay or obstruct 
proposed developments for ulterior or improper reasons (such as commercial competition).  
The facts recited above demonstrate that less than 0.1% of development applications are taken 
to trial by third parties.  The facts likewise amply demonstrate that the QPEC is not 
overburdened with meritless appeals and other proceedings and that it is internationally 
recognised for its time- and cost-efficient case management and ADR processes.  Finally, the 
evidence makes it clear that the court has ample tools already available to remedy any abuse 

                                                 
59 See, e.g., Main, BG and Park, A (1999) “The British and American Rules: an experimental examination of 
pre-trial 
bargaining in the shadow of the law” Scottish Journal of Political Economy 47:1. 
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of process or waste of time.  This includes longstanding discretion to award costs against 
those litigants who seek to run cases that lack merit meritorious or who seek primarily to 
delay and obstruct the decision making process in planning and other environmental matters.  
In other words, there is no problem with the QPEC’s ‘own costs’ rule that requires fixing. 
 
More to the point, the government’s proposed solution to a non-problem that requires no 
action will produce substantial harm to the public and communities throughout Queensland.  
The proposed change to the QPEC’s ‘own costs’ rule is unlikely to affect third party appeals 
by wealthy commercial competitors who can afford the risk of losing appeals they run and 
paying costs. However, the proposed change will be potentially devastating for individuals 
and community groups that may have strong cases but cannot afford the risk of being wiped 
out by adverse costs orders if they lose.  Given the fact that proceedings in the QPEC are 
complex and “expert-driven”, meaning that the evidence of numerous experts is ubiquitous 
and necessary given the nature of the issues typically involved in a planning appeal and other 
environmental proceedings, costs predictably will be considerably higher than in other, non-
specialist jurisdictions.   
 
Recommendation 1:  
Delete Clause 61 of the Bill to retain the current costs rules unchanged. 
 
Recommendation 2:  
Alternatively, a few efficient amendments, to the existing costs rule s could implement the 
cost rule change solely in respect of commercial competitors and assisting enforcement by 
State and local governments without jeopardising access to the Court by ordinary citizens or 
compromising crucial enforcement of environmental and planning laws by local government 
and State agencies. A suggested draft of this alternative change is Appendix 1. 
 
 
We request the opportunity to make oral submissions to the committee so that we can 
illustrate and elaborate on the above submission and answer any questions you may have. 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
  

 

  
Environmental Defenders Office (Qld) Inc Environmental Defenders Office of 

Northern Queensland Inc 
                                                                                                
To provide feedback on EDO services, write to us at the above address.  
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Appendix 1 – Suggested alternative amendment to existing cost rule 
 
Amendments reflecting the Bill are in Green, our new amendments in Blue 
 
457 Costs 
(1)  Each party to a proceeding in the court must bear the party’s own costs for the 

proceeding. 
(2)  However, the court may order costs for the proceeding, including allowances to witnesses 

attending for giving evidence at the proceeding, as it considers appropriate in the 
following circumstances— 
(a)  the court considers the proceeding was instituted, or continued by the party bringing 

the proceeding, primarily to delay or obstruct; 
(b)  the court considers the proceeding, or part of the proceeding, to have been frivolous 

or vexatious; 
(c)  a party has not been given reasonable notice of intention to apply for an adjournment 

of the proceeding; 
(d)  a party has incurred costs because the party is required to apply for an adjournment 

because of the conduct of another party; 
(e)  without limiting paragraph (d), a party has incurred costs because another party has 

introduced, or sought to introduce, new material; 
(f)  a party has incurred costs because another party has defaulted in the court’s 

procedural requirements; 
(g)  if the proceeding is an appeal against a decision on a development application or 

master plan application and the applicant did not, in responding to an information 
request, or to a request for information for the master plan application, give all the 
information reasonably requested before the decision was made; 

(h)  the court considers an assessment manager, referral agency, coordinating agency for 
a master plan application, compliance assessor or local government should have 
taken an active part in a proceeding and did not do so; 

(i)  an applicant, submitter, assessment manager, referral agency, coordinating agency 
for a master plan application, compliance assessor, a person requesting compliance 
assessment or a local government does not properly discharge its responsibilities in 
the proceeding.; 

(j) the proceeding was by an applicant against a condition of a development approval or 
change to a condition of a development approval; 

(k) the proceeding was an enforcement action by the State or local government. 
(2A)In respect of paragraph (2)(a) a proceeding is presumed to be primarily instituted, or 

continued by the party bringing the proceeding, primarily to delay or obstruct if the party 
bringing the proceeding is, or is an agent of, a commercial competitor with the 
development the subject of the proceeding. 

(2B) The costs of a proceeding in paragraph (2) include investigation costs for the 
following— 
(a)  a declaration under section 456(1)(e); 
(b)  an order made by the court under section 456(7) about a declaration made by the 

court; 
(c)  an appeal against the giving of an enforcement notice under section 473(1); 
(d)  a proceeding mentioned in section 601(1). 

(2C) Investigation costs for subsection (2B) include costs the court decides were reasonably 
incurred by a party to the proceeding relating to investigations or gathering of evidence 
for the making of the declaration or order, the giving of the enforcement notice or the 
bringing of the proceeding. 

(3)  If a person brings a proceeding in the court for a declaration against an owner who sought 
the cancellation of a development approval without the consent of another person or 
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entity mentioned in section 380(2), and the court makes the order, the court must award 
costs against the owner. 

(4)  If a person brings an appeal under section 477 and the appeal is not withdrawn, the court 
must award costs against the relevant Minister or local government— 
(a)  if the appeal is upheld; and 
(b)  if the appeal is against a deemed refusal—even if the appeal is not upheld. 

(5)  If a person brings a proceeding in the court for a declaration requiring a designator to 
give, under section 227, a notice of intention to resume an interest in land under the 
Acquisition Act and the court makes an order about the declaration, the court must award 
costs against the designator. 

(6)  If a person brings a proceeding in the court for a declaration and order requiring an 
assessment manager to give, under section 267, an acknowledgement notice and the court 
makes the order, the court must award costs against the assessment manager. 

(7)  If the court allows an assessment manager or compliance assessor to withdraw from an 
appeal, the court must not award costs against the assessment manager or compliance 
assessor. 

(8)  The court may, if it considers it appropriate, order the costs to be decided under the 
appropriate procedure, and scale of costs, prescribed by law for proceedings in the 
District Court. 

(9)  An order made under this section may be made an order of the District Court and 
enforced in the District Court. 

 
New definitions: 
“commercial competitor” includes a person or entity which offers similar products or 

services as the development the subject of the proceeding but does not include natural 
persons or non-profit groups. 

 
“frivolous” includes a lack of reasonable grounds in pursuing or resisting proceedings. 
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John Greacen is a farmer from Lawrence Springborg's corner of
Queensland, near Warwick, and was one of the first Queenslanders to
take his fight against a development to the Planning and Environment
Court.

He was part of a group of nine landowners from Pratten, on the
banks of the Condamine River, who took two cattle feedlot
developers, the Southern Downs Regional Council and the
Department of Primary Industries to the Planning and Environment
Court in 1999.

They won and set a Queensland precedent.

"It turns out we were the first community group – we were all
adjacent landholders – ever to defeat a cattle feedlot in the Planning
and Environment Court," Mr Greacen said.

The cattle feedlot, on the same block of land where former prime
minister Paul Keating earlier wanted to build the Danpork piggery, had been approved by the council.

The landowners believed the plans to put 6000 head of cattle in a feedlot would be an environmental disaster on the
Condamine River's flood plain.

"In our opinion, and I think we were able to prove it pretty conclusively in the Planning and Environment Court, it would
be environmentally unsound because it would require dumping a huge volume of polluted effluent on the Condamine
floodplain," Mr Greacen said.

In 1999, they funded their own appeal in the Planning and Environment Court and in 2000 the Planning and Environment
Court accepted their view.

Now, thanks to legislation introduced to State Parliament yesterday, community groups will be more likely to have to
pay all court costs if they lose an appeal, on top of their own costs.

Mr Greacen is horrified at news that community groups will now have to consider whether they could afford to pay their
costs of the council, the government and the developers, their barristers and expert witnesses, if they lost an appeal.

He said he and his fellow landholders would not have challenged the feedlot if the changes to the Planning and
Environment Court, put forward by State Development Minister Jeff Seeney, were in force at the time.

"Not at all. Not at all. That would have been too big a gamble," he said.

Mr Greacen said it would have cost "in excess of $100,000, probably $150,000" to cover the costs of any loss in the
Planning and Environment Court.

"Probably closer to $150,000 taking on a development like that with all the expert witnesses ($250 an hour), particularly in
our case because it went 14 months and involved five revisions of their plans," he said.

Mr Greacen said community groups now faced paying the costs of barristers at $8000 a day, solicitors – slightly less – and
expert witnesses from $250 an hour, if they lost an appeal.

"Our costs were the cost of petrol driving down from Warwick," he said.

Mr Greacen said the government had made a mistake, because the Planning and Environment Court was the community's
court.
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"They are basically saying we don't want anybody to challenge any kind of development in the Planning and Environment
Court," he said.

"And I think that has quite insidious implications."

This story was found at: http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/pioneer-shocked-at-insidious-changes-20120913-25ur8.html
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AUSTRALIA'S resources boom is already generating a lot of dust, noise and fumes, and the amount
stirred up is only going to increase, given plans by miners to double coal and iron ore extraction this
decade.

Yet state and federal governments are doing surprisingly little to monitor and regulate these impacts on the
people living in the shadow of mining and energy projects. While state governments require companies to submit
voluminous environmental impact statements, designed to protect flora and fauna, less is being done to protect
people.

From the time minerals are dug from the ground and shipped to port in open wagons to the time they leave our
shores as exports, governments generally leave it to the companies concerned to monitor the harmful effects of
toxic substances on people, and the reporting seems patchy.

Tanya Plant, a Queensland farmer and mother of two, worries about the effect the emissions from New Hope
Corporation's coal mine, located about 2km from her home, may be having on her family. Her two-year-old
daughter has been having coughing fits and after successive trips to the doctor she has been told the causes may
be "environmental".

"It has been worrying to have one of our children coughing a lot for months. We are concerned about those really
small particles, as well as things like heavy metals," says Plant, who grew up on her Acland farm, west of
Toowoomba, and obtained a PhD from Oxford University as a Rhodes scholar.

In fact, Plant, her husband, children and parents seem adversely affected by constant exposure to dust, noise and
plumes of gases released by regular blasting.

"I'm uncomfortable telling too many people the details of all our health issues, but there are some worrying
symptoms which seem to have been going on for quite a while and none of us seem as healthy as we should.

"I'm only 36 and had hoped and expected to continue to live an active life for some time yet, and to be able to
raise our kids in a good environment to give them the best start and chance in life. This farm has been in my

PAUL CLEARY THE AUSTRALIAN JANUARY 28, 2012 12:00AM

Farmer Tanya Plant and her daughters, one of whom suffers coughing fits that her doctor says may have "environmental" causes. Picture:
Jack Tran Source: The Australian
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family for many generations and is very much a part of us. I can't really picture a happy future without it, but I'm
not sure whether we should live here any more."

The permanent dust monitor recently installed on her property is a crude device: a plastic funnel that sits on top
of a glass jar. In response to Plant's requests, NHC measured fine particles known as PM10 on one occasion last
year, but it is yet to forward the findings. In response to Plant's complaints about noise levels, the company has
taken readings but has refused to divulge some results.

When the company did the PM10 study last year, it appeared the officer from the Safety in Mines Testing and
Research Station, a government agency, was contacted by an executive from New Hope while conducting the test
and agreed to meet him immediately afterwards, Plant says.

But it is the smaller particles, known as PM2.5 and PM1, that health studies indicate are even more dangerous to
human health, and these are not being measured at Acland, or in most other mining regions in Australia. A human
hair is seven times the width of a PM10 particle, and 30 times that of a PM2.5. These ultra-fine particles are
dangerous because they can become embedded in lungs or enter the bloodstream.

In response to questions from Inquirer, a New Hope spokesman declined to comment on why the company would
not provide the results of dust and noise tests to Plant's family. The company would not comment on the frequency
of its testing for dust levels near the mine and its expansive coal dump near the town of Jondaryan, nor would it
cite its evidence for using the crude jar and funnel for measuring dust.

But New Hope says it operates "above compliance" and provided the results of monthly noise tests carried out
"at random times". But these tests are different from those done when complaints are made, which the company
won't release.

The company says its dust monitoring is "above and beyond compliance". It says the testing done by Simtars has
" consistently met government air quality requirements". But the company tests only for PM10 particles, and the
spokesman would not say how frequently they are carried out.

New Hope says it is investing "thousands of dollars" installing quieter reverse beepers on its vehicles, and it is
trialling a muffler suppression system on its trucks, even though it is meeting all compliance levels.

The Queensland government has installed only two dust monitors near mining towns. One of its 29 permanent
monitors is at Mt Isa, but the others are all based near major urban centres. Coal mining regions in the Bowen
Basin and on the Darling Downs do not yet have permanent monitors in place, and the closest monitor to the
Acland mine is at Toowoomba, more than 50km away.

The government has installed a monitor in the centre of the Bowen Basin coal mines at Moranbah, even though
there are several other towns closer to the coal mines. The results from this temporary monitor are not published
on the government's air quality website. Instead they are reported "through a reference group".

This contrasts with the NSW government, which has responded to community pressure and installed a network of
13 dust monitors in the Hunter Valley, although only three of them measure PM2.5 particles.

Queensland Environment Minister Vicky Darling says that in addition to the government's monitoring, companies
are required to report any hazardous impacts swiftly, as well as in an annual report. Executives who provide
false and misleading information face penalties of up to $832,500 or two years' imprisonment.

Darling defends the use of the funnel and glass jar as a device to measure "dust nuisance impacts", essentially a
crude measure of the sheer volume of material in the air.

The Plants live near the New Acland coal mine, which opened in 2002 as a small mine and has grown into a four
million tonne a year operation. While still a modest mine by Australian standards, NHC has a plan before the
state government to more than double production to 10 million tonnes a year, while also developing a pilot plant
for coal-to-liquids technology.

The listed company's ownership is tied to chemist chain Soul Pattinson. Washington H. Soul Pattinson owns 60
per cent of New Hope, and in turn owns 24 per cent of Australian Pharmaceutical Industries, which includes
Soul Pattinson and Priceline.

While the existing mine is scheduled to be exhausted in 2018, the plan for a third-stage expansion would extend
its life by a further 35 years and also mean double the amount of dust for nearby communities. It would come
within 5km of the town of Oakey, population 3600.

Plant says the state government has made assurances about the proposed expansion being assessed through a
rigorous EIS process, but the current stage of operations went through the same EIS processes. She says these
don't require monitoring of dust, noise or the rainwater consumed by people living just a few hundred metres
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from the mine's main operations. Plant points out that people living in the settlement of Muldu, just 700m from the
key mine operators, were not included in the EIS among the "sensitive receptors", meaning people affected by the
mine.

"It doesn't give me confidence that the health of people near the mine is treated all that seriously," Plant says.
"There doesn't seem to be much data available but even so, it doesn't seem like noise and dust has always
complied with the state standards. I have seen how black some of the rainwater collected from people's roofs has
been."

A group of concerned doctors has written to federal and state ministers about the risks for the population near
this mine. Doctors for the Environment, which includes Gustav Nossal on its scientific committee, says in a letter
to federal Environment Minister Tony Burke that the expansion to a four million tonne annual operation had
already subjected the surrounding population to "serious pollution which is likely to have affected their health
and this situation has existed since 2006 when stage 2 commenced".

Emeritus professor David Shearman told Burke it "beggars belief" that the company has not produced adequate
data on PM2.5 levels and that of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide, which are commonly found in high levels
around coal mines.

"However the data that is presented, though inadequate, suggests that air quality has been unacceptable for some
years," he wrote.

While there has been limited research in Australia on the health effects of coal mining, Shearman pointed out that
extensive studies in the US by the Physicians for Social Responsibility found people living in high
coal-producing counties had higher rates of cardiopulmonary disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
hypertension and kidney disease compared with people in non-coal-producing counties.

Noise is also going largely unmeasured, despite its impact on human wellbeing.

Plant describes the noise as an almost constant irritant that her daughter sometimes describes as "that loud
growly noise" as she puts her hands over her ears. "We often have to shut windows due to noise and even then
some nights I haven't been able to sleep for even a whole hour at any point. It is hard for the kids as they get
woken too," Plant says.

The risks to the surrounding population extend to the coal dump just 1km from the town of Jondaryan, and then all
the way along the railway line to the port of Brisbane, where the coal is loaded on to ships.

From Jondaryan the coal is often trucked through Toowoomba by road to local power stations, but most of it is
shipped via rail to export terminals in Brisbane. The coal moved in trucks is meant to be covered with tarpaulins
(although locals have taken photographs of uncovered trucks), while the coal moved on trains is not required to
be covered.

People who live along the railway lines, and in the towns, say the black soot on their roofs gets into their
drinking water.

Peter Faulkner, who lives just 300m from the railway line, has black streaks on the plastic water tank he uses to
collect drinking water. Another resident, 600m from the line, says her drinking water is being contaminated by
soot from the train. When Inquirer visits her property, she shows a jar of black water produced from washing the
soot from her roof.

Asked if he has considered obtaining an assessment from the government, Faulkner says he no longer trusts the
institution.

"There's no impartiality when it comes to assessing these mining projects," he says. "The fact they seem to be
covering everything up concerns me greatly. They have a duty of care towards us. They are not looking after us at
all."
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